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1. Introduction 

Various instruments and techniques have been used to accurately measure deformation not 

only in engineering but also for materials or tissues in the biomechanical field, and these methods 

include strain gauging, linear variable differential transformer (LVDT), and fiber bragg grating 

sensors (FBGS) [1-4]. However, these conventional measuring methods have the disadvantage that 

they are expensive and cannot be handled easily, in particular, the response of the material is 

significantly affected by external environmental variables such as temperature and moisture 

conditions. Moreover, LVDTs and strain gauges require manual sensor attachment and only the 

response values of the gauge points can be obtained, making it difficult to evaluate the whole 

mechanical behaviors. Especially for biomaterials, it is essential to evaluate the entire 

displacement field to predict accurate material behavior, because most of the biomaterials have not 

only anisotropic properties with complex shapes but also heterogeneous material behavior [5]. 

In order to overcome the limitations of conventional measuring methods, various optical 

measurement techniques have recently been developed based on optical imaging. Image-based 

measurement algorithms were actively developed stemming fromphotogrammetry in the 1980s, 

and attracted attention in industry and research as they were first applied to mechanical testing in 

the 1990s [6-8]. In particular, optical measurement techniques have substantial advantages over 

conventional measurement methods such as automation, consistency, and non-contact, so it is 

widely utilized in various fields including engineering, biomechanics, medical fields, and etc. [5, 

9]. 

• Automation: Easily configured processes for automatically acquiring and analyzing 

images without the need for complicated equipment and materials. This enables the 
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evaluation and prediction of the behavior of biomaterials with entire displacement 

fields calculated in real-time. 

• Consistency: Conventional attachable gauges can have different sensitivity depending 

on laboratory environments such as temperature and humidity. However, because 

image-based measurement systems are not affected by the environments, the 

researcher can obtain consistent experimental results regardless of field conditions. 

• Non-contact: The optical measuring system can measure the displacement field 

without attaching a gauge to the specimen (without access to the specimen). Especially 

in deformable biomaterials such as soft tissues, the deformation fields can be easily 

obtained without disturbing the specimen. 

In order to predict an accurate displacement field, it is necessary to consider the 

appropriate optical technology for the purpose of the experiments. For example, hologram 

interferometry, speckle interferometry, and electronic speckle pattern interferometry techniques 

are sensitive to small displacements, and therefore are not suitable for deformable materials such 

as soft tissues [10]. Similarly, moire interferometers are not suitable for irregularly shaped 

biomaterials, as they must apply a regular pattern to the sample specimen surface. [11].  

Digital image correlation (DIC) technique has gained widespread attention as an 

experimental method that not only has the advantages of conventional optical measurement but 

also overcomes the existing limitations [8]. DIC is a non-contact measurement method that allows 

evaluation of the entire deformation field of regions of interest (ROI) by comparing a grayscale 

image before and after deformation. DIC technology began to be developed in the early 2000s, 
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based on the field of engineering, and has gradually been applied to various biomechanical areas. 

It was initially applied to hard tissues, such as bone, and its application gradually expanded 

to soft tissues. For hard tissue level, McKinley and Bay [12] and Cyganik et al. [13] evaluated the 

displacement and strain distribution of trabecular bone of humans through uniaxial compression 

experiments. Palanca et al. [14] utilized texture correlation to measure the strain distribution of the 

vertebral body section and Mann et al. [15] assessed the micro interfacial displacement of the 

cement-bone interface by employing shear fatigue tests. In addition, major principal strains, 

principal minimum strains, and displacement distributions were measured using various bone 

materials such as human femurs [16-18], hemi-pelvis [19, 20], and spine [21]. Even for soft tissue 

analysis, extensometers were mainly utilized to measure the strain of discrete points. However, 

because the gauge had to be installed in soft tissue surface, it was verydifficul to observe the exact 

deformation of the specimen with low stiffness material [22]. Moreover, Brunon et al. [23] 

measured displacement and strain distribution of human liver by inflation test, and Elliott et al. 

[24] measured the axial and lateral strain of human cartilage and cervical tissue by tensile test. 

Furthermore, DIC techniques were also utilized to measure deformations of soft tissue such as 

human eyes [25], tendons (ligament) [26, 27], and keratinized tissue [28, 29].  

Dental restorations have to withstand static or repetitive masticatory loading during use in the 

mouth. In the oral cavity, mastication generated occlusal forces range from 400 N to 800 N for 

healthy people in various directions causing deformation of teeth and the related tissue structure 

and restorative materials [30]. Therefore, accurate and precise measurement of strain plays an 

important role for predicting the mechanical behavior and for measuring the mechanical properties 

of dental restorative materials. Moreover, DIC technologies are more attractive to those fields 
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which are constructed with layering of hard and soft dental tissues combined with various types of 

restorative or prosthetic materials. In particular, it can be applied to various materials and 

experiments such as measuring strain of dental restorative and prosthetic materials under loading 

and evaluating their mechanical behavior. Although the DIC techniques were applied in dentistry 

later than in biomedical field, these techniques are in the limelight recently as a way to replace 

traditional measuring methods. Therefore, it is important to summarize and present the advantages 

and disadvantages of the experimental methods applied to dental materials by using DIC technique.  

Previous review papers on the applications of DIC technology have been focused only on the 

biomechanical issues with no in-depth discussion on the theoretical explanation and speckle 

pattern issues of DIC technology. This paper discusses in detail the basic principles of DIC 

techniques, image matching algorithms and random speckle patterns that can overcome the 

limitations of other optical methods. In particular, we will focus on reviewing the application of 

the methodology in the dental materials and related fields. For this reason, this review focuses the 

application cases of DIC technique in the dental materials and related fields with discussion of 

future technology development such as 3-D DIC techniques. In addition, we will clearly 

distinguish the strengths and limitations of the DIC technique applied in the dental research field 

and propose future development directions to overcome them. 

 

 

2. Principles of Digital Image Correlation Techniques 

The application of DIC techniques is simple and easy to use regardless of the specimen 
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type and size of the material, so it has shown continued and increased interest in many research 

fields [31-33]. For this reason, many DIC algorithms have been developed based on the 

engineering domain, and it has been utilized as a verification tool in various laboratory-scale tests 

and field experiments. 

2.1 Principles of DIC Techniques 

DIC is a non-contact experimental method that stores images of material surfaces in digital 

form. The basic principles of DIC method is to find an image correlation between the reference 

image and deformed images with respect to different load levels [34]. For image correlation, digital 

images can be stored to measure the displacement field within the region of interest based on the 

grayscale (0-255) similarity [8]. Thus, white paint is generally applied to the surface of the material, 

and black paint is used to form any random speckle pattern (spot pattern). The surrounding white 

light is also utilized to increase the contrast between foreground and background intensity due to 

speckle pattern randomness. Fig. 1 shows a set of workflows and a typical experimental setup for 

a 2-D DIC device that obtains material surface displacement and strain fields through DIC 

technology [18]. To obtain the in-plane displacement fields, only a single camera should be used, 

but more than two cameras are needed to obtain the out-of-plane displacement field. A detailed 

description of image matching algorithm and random speckle pattern is explained in the next 

section. 
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Fig.1 Principles of digital image correlation (DIC) algorithm and generalized experimental setup 
permission? 

 

2.2 Image Correlation Algorithms  

Numerous image correlation algorithms for obtaining the displacement field have been 

continuously developed, including the Lucas-Kanade tracking algorithm [34], the subset shape 

function algorithm [31, 35], and Full-field algorithm [36, 37]. Thus, in-plane displacement on 

specimen surface can be extracted using iterative algorithms, e.g., Newton-Raphson method [38] 

and Levenberg-Marquardt method [37]. However, because the Lucas-Kanade algorithm has low 

tracking accuracy when excessive deformation occurs, the subset function algorithm or the full file 

algorithm is mainly used. The subset function algorithm divides the image ROI into the same 

subset to represent image correlation coefficient. Full-field algorithms, on the other hand, represent 

a technique for correlating images by setting the entire image to ROI before and after deformation. 

The principle of the two algorithms is the same, and the results have been verified in previous 

research, so they tend to be utilized mainly for experimental purposes and for user convenience.  
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For correlating the two images (i.e., between reference and deformed images), the whole 

images should be divided into sub-images (subset) and an image matching algorithm obtain a 

displacement field for each subset. Since the correlation ROI varies depending on the position and 

size of the subset, it is necessary to determine the appropriate subset according to the state of the 

specimen undergoing deformation. Fig. 2 shows reference image and deformed image after load 

is applied. Generally, each subset is composed of the (2m+1) by (2m+1) pixels, where m is integer 

number. If the grid point of the subset of images before deformation is (x, y) and the grid point of 

the corresponding image subset after deformation is (x', y'), as shown in Fig. 2, then the 

displacement field of each subset can be represented as a relationship. 

𝑥′ = 𝑥 + 𝑢 

𝑦′ = 𝑦 + 𝑣 

where u represents horizontal displacement, v represent vertical displacement, and (x, y) and (x', 

y') are the subset center point coordinates before and after deformation, respectively. Each 

deformation field can be approximated with displacement, the first derivative of displacement, and 

second derivative of displacement by employing a second-order Taylor series expansion. The 

displacement fields u and v obtained from the second-order Taylor series expansion are expressed 

as follows [9]: 
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where 𝑢! and 𝑣! represent the rigid body motion, and remaining terms represent the first-order 

displacement (strain term) and second-order displacement of the before deformation subset (x, y), 

respectively. In order to evaluate deformation of each subset, the displacement field can be 

evaluated by minimizing the difference between the gray-intensity distributions of the subset grid 

point (x, y) and (x', y'). The equation for minimizing the correlation coefficient of each subset can 

be expressed as: 

min𝐶 =
∑ {𝐼#(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼$(𝑥%, 𝑦%, 𝛹)}"&

∑ 𝐼'(𝑥, 𝑦)"&
 

where 𝛺 represents the entire domain of the ROI, 𝐼#(𝑥, 𝑦) is the gray-intensity distribution of 

the reference subset, 𝐼$(𝑥′, 𝑦′, 𝛹) is the gray-intensity distribution of deformed subset, and 𝛹 is 

displacement information obtained from second-order Taylor series expansion. To minimize the 

correlation coefficient, iterative calculations, such as the Newton-Raphson method, is required 

until the derivative C is converged or the displacement information 𝛹 converges. Based on the 

optical behavior, it is assumed that the brightness of the initial subset and deformed subset is the 

same. 

𝐼#(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐼$(𝑥 + ∆𝑥, 𝑦 + ∆𝑦, 𝑡 + ∆𝑡)   

where (x, y, z) is the coordinates of the initial state subset at time t and (Δx, Δy) is the magnitude 

of displacement in each direction after deformation during the time increment (Δt). 
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Fig.2 Schematic illustration of image matching algorithm for digital image correlation 

 

2.3 Random Speckle Patterns  

 

The accuracy of image correlation shows a tendency to depend on the gray intensity 

distribution of the image before and after deformation. Therefore, the accuracy of the image 

matching algorithm can be influenced by light changes, specimen conditions, camera conditions, 

and the shape of random speckle patterns [9]. Although most of the experimental environments 

are similar, the most influential factor is known as the gray-intensity according to the random 

speckle pattern. That is, the distribution of perfect white color (gray-intensity: 0) and a perfect 

black color (gray-intensity: 255) should be generated randomly. Decreasing the randomness of the 

speckle pattern can result in similar subsets of the pattern, which reduces the accuracy of image 

correlation before and after deformation. Thus, in order to increase the local uniqueness of the 

speckle pattern, generally white paint is sprayed onto the surface of the test material, and after it 

is completely dried, the speckle pattern is formed using black paint using an air spray. The speckle 

pattern is generated differently depending on the air spray nozzle and pressure. According to the 

literature, the generation of speckle patterns is determined by user experience and skill [9]. 
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Fig. 3 shows the gray intensity distribution for a specific subset of specimens in which 

open mode occurs. In each subset, the mean gray intensity values are 169 and 149, with standard 

deviations of 42 and 40. As such, when the gray-intensity distribution including the mean and the 

standard deviation of the subset has a large randomness, a result with high correlation accuracy 

can be obtained.  

 

Fig. 3. Example of randomly generated speckle patterns (Park et al. 2017) permission? 

 

 

3 Application to dental materials and related field 

3.1 Shrinkage behavior of light-cured dental resin composites 

Polymerization shrinkage of light-cured dental resin composites with resulting contraction stresses 

has known to be one of the causes for reduced clinical outcome success of those restorations, due 

to deleterious effects on the integrity of resin-tooth interfaces and mechanical properties of the 

materials themselves [39, 40]. Thus, a wide variety of method or techniques have been 
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developedand applied to the measurement of polymerization contraction shrinkage resulting from 

light-curing of light-cured dental resin composites, using linear (linometer) [41-43] or volumetric 

shrinkage test systems [44-47].  

 

Fig. 4 Polymerization shrinkage of dental composites (Li et al. 2009) with permission 

A digital image correlation test setup using a CCD camera was firstly used to measure the 

polymerization shrinkage of dental composites in a simulated cavity by Chuang et al. [48]. They 

also demonstrated the DIC technique was able to measure the displacement of specific locations 

in dental restorations and to provide a bridge to connect computer simulation data. Strain values 

measured by the DIC method were found to be very close to that measured by strain gauge method, 

demonstrating the accuracy of DIC measurement [49]. Li et al. measured the full-field 

polymerization shrinkage of dental composites using optical image correlation method. For the 
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experiment, curing conditions were adjusted through different irradiance levels, and images were 

acquired at 0.1 Hz intervals for 30 minutes using a single camera (Fig. 4). These results showed 

that the DIC method is suitable for generating full-field displacement information on 

polymerization shrinkage behavior of dental composites when compared to other measurement 

tools. In addition, Li et al. [50, 51] adopted the DIC technique to measure the full-field stress and 

strain distributions of dental resin composites during polymerization shrinkage. Experimental 

results showed that the resin composite exhibited significant shrinkage strain in the vertical 

direction of the cavity, with the largest downward displacement at the center of the restoration. In 

addition, relatively uniform strain occurred around the restoration, and the extent was consistent 

with the volumetric shrinkage deformation of the material. The volumetric shrinkage of material 

can be assumed to be three times that of the linear shrinkage determined by a linometer or DIC 

method [41, 44, 49]. It has been shown that the volumetric shrinkage value measured by DIC 

technique was comparable with that measured by a linometer system [42, 49], but was lower than 

that measured by mercury dilatometer [52]. Furthermore, Li et al. [53] employs the DIC technique 

to measure temporal variations of material properties of dental composites during polymerization. 

In their study, multiple correlations of dental composite properties were investigated for the 

correlation of Knoop hardness, elastic modulus, viscosity, and polymerization shrinkage based on 

the hysteresis curve of polymerization shrinkage-strain. The measured correlation can be applied 

to other dental composites, so it can be used as important basic data. 

The key advantages of the DIC technique was to understand the shrinkage behavior of light-

cured composite resins in near clinical situation. Thus, in such case, the non-contact full-field DIC 

technique can be capable of measuring surface strain at any position throughout the material and 
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in-situ shrinkage behavior of composite restorations in the tooth cavity [49]. Chuang et al. used 

DIC to measure the spatial and temporal deformation of resin-based composites under the different 

interface boundaries of the tooth restoration [54]. Moreover, in order to investigate in situ 

polymerization shrinkage of the resin composites according to the tooth cavity geometry and used 

it as a tool for validation of computational finite element methods (FEA) (Fig. 5) [55]. They also 

studied the shrinkage behaviors, shrinkage stress, and microleakage of composite restorations 

under the different light-curing protocol, a DIC technique was combined with the FEA results [56, 

57]. The experimental results showed that the intensity and direction of light influenced the 

shrinkage and contraction of composite resin, and the degree of shrinkage strain and stress tended 

to decrease with an oblique irradiation direction in comparison with vertical direction during 

curing of composite restoration [56]. These studies demonstrated that the experimental-numerical 

hybrid technique can be used as a comprehensive and definite tool to analysis stress developments 

in restorative dentistry 

 

Fig. 5 Polymerization shrinkage of dental composites (Chung et al. 2011) 
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Lau et al. [58] investigated the full-field polymerization shrinkage of dental resin 

composites as a function of time and position by inversely synchronized camera’s shutter in real 

time. In order to obtain an image, the maximum strain was measured in real-time by adjusting the 

camera shutter and image time, and the shrinkage strain kinetics of the dental resin was assessed 

as a function of the depth of the specimen. Novaes Jr et al. [59] utilized DIC to measure superficial 

shrinkage displacement and then detected debonding of the subsurface of the resin composite 

restoration. The measurement results (debonding at the pulpal floor) were compared with 

theoretical results based on material mechanics. The significant finding of this experiment was that 

interfacial debonding of restoration can be predicted from the difference between the measured 

and expected surface displacement of composite resin restoration. The above studies showed that 

the DIC technique can be effectively used to measure the polymerization shrinkage kinetics of 

restorations with different boundaries [57].  

Further, it has been demonstrated by using a 3D DIC analysis system using two cameras 

in a clinically relevant configuration that polymerization shrinkage of dental composite resins will 

not occur evenly throughout specimens and at the adhesive interface [60, 61]. Miletic et al. 

conducted the 3D DIC analysis to measure the strain and displacement distributions of various 

resin composites and the amount of axial and gingival microleakage along the resin-dentin 

interface in a modified class II cavities of human teeth [62].  

 

3.2 Mechanical behavior of dental composite interface 
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Research has been carried out to understand the interfacial behavior between dentin and 

dental composites and to predict the bond strength. Reducing the bonding strength of the dentin 

can lead to continuous failures, so it is important to accurately predict bonding strength and 

identify degradation.  Huang et al. [63] evaluated dentin bonding strength with a modified 

Brazilian disk test to predict failure of dental restorations. In their research, the DIC technique 

allowed them to accurately predict the actual stress-strain distribution and capture the fracture 

process in real-time. Through their experimental methods, the bond and tensile strength of the four 

resin composites were evaluated. Similarly, Carrera et al. [64] predicted the bond strength of dentin 

composites using the Brazilian disk test. Acoustic emission (AE) and DIC techniques were utilized 

to monitor the debonding of the composite, and the mean bond strengths were measured for 

different three adhesives. In addition, Li et al. [65] assessed the mechanical behavior at the dentin-

composite interface when degradation of dental composite restorations occurred (due to multiple 

oral biofilms). In these studies, the DIC technique was effectively used to obtain the strain mapping 

from the images of the stressed composite resin surfaces.  

 

3.3 Evaluation of mechanical properties of tooth structure 

 

Prior to determining the mechanical properties of a small object like tooth structure, it is 

very important measuring the strain value precisely and for that, optical imaging technique (DIC) 

can be valuable tool [3]. The initial approach using DIC technology was applied to measuring the 

compressive elastic properties from a very small piece of dentin in a rectangular or cylindrical 

form (1.5x1.0x1.0 mm or 2.1 mm in diameter). Palamara generated 43 regular grids on the 
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specimen surface to measure the compressive strain value of the dentin piece [66]. Wang et al. [67] 

has proposed a method to measure the mechanical properties of dentin by combining Finite 

Element Analysis (FEA) and the DIC technique. The proposed methodology validates the results 

from the three-point bending test and the four-point bending test in comparison with previous 

studies.  

Zhang et al. [68] quantified dimensional changes during dehydration using dentin and 

enamel in young and elderly patients. Microscopic DIC was used to measure the deformation of 

dentin and enamel, and specimens were prepared according to the patient's age, dentin tubules, and 

enamel prism orientation. The strain distribution was calculated during dehydration and the 

effective dehydration coefficient was estimated. Experimental results show that shrinkage 

deformation is greater in dentin than enamel. The microscopic DIC was also very useful to identify 

the crack tip in human or elephant dentin structures complexed with their tubular structure using a 

stereomicroscope [69, 70]. Those systems for the microscopic DIC analysis are described 

elsewhere [71].   

There has been an approach to elucidate mechanical behavior of dentin at the micro or 

nano-scale using image tools combined with the DIC technique. Sui et al. [72] evaluated the 

residual elastic strain over the human dentine-enamel junction (DEJ) using a novel focused ion 

beam milling with DIC techniques technique. The proposed new method is useful for 

understanding DEJ behavior at the micrometer scale and has significant impacts on the 

development of improved biomimetic materials. In particular, the accurate measurement of 

microscale strain in the dentin interface region is crucial because it can be a performance indicator 

for predicting overall dental condition. Using this approach, residual strain existing at the 
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interfaces between porcelain veneer and zirconia ceramic core can be quantified [73]. Another 

example of the combined methodology was conducted by an application of digital volume 

correlation (DVC) to X-ray nano-CT image of elephant tusk [74]. However, although DVC can be 

a 3D analogue of DIC, some technical problems (noise effects, long acquisition time for image 

data) should be improved before further application to internal strain measurement [2].  

 

3.4 Evaluation of fracture characteristic of dental restorative materials 

 

When the deformation of the dental material reaches the ultimate state, a fracture or 

rupture occurs, which leads to more serious damage. After the initial use of imaging techniques 

for measuring surface strain in human dentin by Palamara et al [66]., Zhang et al. [75] developed 

a special compact tension specimen of human dentin. Further, they utilized the microscopic DIC 

method to examine crack opening displacement distribution (Mode I) to investigate the crack 

growth resistance mechanism in human dentin, which enables prediction of the stress intensity 

factor and crack growth at the crack tip of the dentin and enamel junctions. After this, Zhang et al. 

[76] evaluated the fracture mode and initiation mechanism of dental all-ceramic crowns under 

monotonic Hertzian contact load using both flat and curved occlusal specimens. In particular, the 

critical loads at the time of crack initiation were calculated and crack propagation behavior in the 

ceramic materials were also investigated using the full-field DIC technique as a function of loading. 

Results of the experiment confirmed that the debonding failure at core-tooth interface initiated at 

substantially lower loads than those of crown fracture, highlighting the importance of dental 

cements and tooth preparations for successful dental ceramic crowns.  
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Jiang et al. [77] and Porto et al. [78] utilized full-field stain maps provided by DIC to 

measure the J-integrals and the fracture toughness of dental restorative ceramics and composites.  

Moreover, Sebastiani et al. [79] measured the residual micro-stress distribution of heat-pressed 

ceramic on zirconia and porcelain-fused to metal systems and evaluated fracture toughness based 

on the measured strain distribution.   

The DIC technique has been little utilized in the measurement of mechanical properties of 

dental restoratives or prosthetic materials in bulk form, possibly due to the need for the additional 

equipment setup and complex interpretation work. Chen et al. [80] measured the deformation of a 

rectangular piezoelectric ceramic (lead zirconate titanate) blocks (5 x 5 x 15 mm3) under uniaxial 

compressive loading. In their research, a barrel behavior was demonstrated by calculating the strain 

distribution on the selected ROI area. Their results further indicated that the  ROI and aspect ratio 

of specimens should be considered to obtain the true strain results under compressive load. 

Recently, Choi et al. [81] evaluated the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the CAD-CAM resin-

composite block materials using the DIC setup appeared in Fig. 1. The modulus of elasticity 

obtained from the DIC were compared with the results of the uniaxial beam, biaxial disk flexure 

test and compression test. The experimental results showed that the DIC results are in good 

agreement with the results of a typical uniaxial three-point flexural test (span to height ratio of 10). 

The elastic modulus values determined by the load-displacement data from compression testing 

machine were generally underestimated by those from the DIC technique, particularly for high-

stiffness materials. The DIC technique can be applied to the measurement of macroscopic material 

properties for the purpose of securing precision.    
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Fig. 6A 6B   

Tiossi 2011, 2017) 

 

3.5 Deformation of dental restoration and Implant-supported prosthesis  

 

Full-field DIC methodology is a highly efficient system capable of providing in situ displacement 

of complex geometry dental restorations and prostheses supported by implants including the 

surrounding bony structure. Ni et al. [82] adopted the optical method to measure the amount of 

displacement of endodontically restored teeth with posts when they were loaded with a 100 N. The 

results were used to interpret the effect of different post materials (glass-fiber, titanium, and cast 

metal post) with related parameters on the marginal integrity and root fracture resistance. Tiossi et 

al. [83, 84] studied the influence of splinting design or crown materials with different stiffness on 

the bone strain distribution surrounding implant-supported prosthesis embedded in PMMA block 

(Fig. 6A). For this purpose, screw-retained splinted crowns were fabricated using porcelain-veneer 
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and resin-veneer, and the surface deformation of the bone block was measured depending on the 

use of crown materials and second molar. For image acquisition, images were taken at a rate of 1.0 

Hz while applying a force up to about 250 N. Experiments have shown that the use of soft resin 

veneer materials can evenly distribute the load on the supporting teeth and implants, further 

reducing bone deformation. The in-plane strains measured were significant dependent on the 

splinting design of prosthesis.  

After this, Tiossi et al. utilized a photoelastic model [85] and a finite element model [86] to 

predict bone-strain induced from implant-supported prostheses and verified the results using DIC 

techniques. The first premolar and second molar together with threaded implants were 

manufactured using acrylic resin replicas, and splinted and non-splinted metal-ceramic screw-

retained crowns were fabricated. The strains calculated at the implant-resin interface using FE 

models were much higher than the surface strain by DIC. The results therefore indicated that the 

capability of providing surface strains only can be a limitation of DIC method [87]. Although DIC 

is slightly less sensitive than the photoelastic method [85], however, DIC can validate the FE 

models (Fig. 7) [86] .  
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Fig. 7 Tossi et al. 2013 Dent Mater with permission 

Another limitation of the conventional two-dimensional DIC technology is that only in-

plane deformation can be measured when a single camera is used [88]. For this purpose, in recent 

years, the 2D DIC is extended to three-dimensional digital image correlation (3D DIC) technique 

through two cameras which can allow for measuring the spatial deformation and visualization of 

the target material [89] (Fig. 6B). Using the 3D DIC technique, Tanasic et al. [90, 91] successively 

analyzed the compressive strain below the removable and fixed prosthesis in a donated human 

mandible using a commercial 3D DIC system (GOM, Germany). Experimental results showed that 

the removable partial denture model had a higher strain than the fixed partial denture model, and 

the strain was concentrated in the alveolar bone around the abutment teeth. Moreover, Tiossi et al. 

[89] investigated the biomechanical behavior of implant-supported full arch fixed dental 
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prostheses (FAFDP) according to the titanium and zirconia framework. For this purpose, 14-unit 

FAFDPs (supported by 6 implants) and 12-unit FAFDPs (supported by 4 implants) were tested, 

and deformation of specimen surface was measured by DIC when a 250 N single-point load was 

applied to the second premolar. Experimental results showed that higher strains were detected in 

Zirconia frameworks and FAFDPs supported by 4 implants. 

Clelland et al. [92] utilized 3D DIC technique to measure bone deformation induced by 

cement and screw-retained implant prostheses under different oblique and vertical loads using a 

commercial image correlation software (Vic-3D, USA). Calha et al. [93] evaluated the effects of 

deformation on the geometry of anterior implant-supported zirconia using two high-speed cameras 

and image correlation system. Four-unit zirconia implant abutments were prepared using 

CAD/CAM materials and fabricated in two experimental groups according to the straight and 

curved shape. The image was acquired using a high-speed camera while the load was up to 200N, 

and the three-dimensional deformation map in the was rendered using a video correlation system. 

Experimental results show that the geometry affects the anterior implant-supported zirconia and 

that larger deformations occur in the curved specimens. Yilmaz et al. [94] and Clelland et al. [95] 

investigated the strain induced by splinted and non-splinted cement-retained implant crowns. The 

3-D DIC method was applied to measure the strain of the crown when the 400N load was applied 

in the vertical and oblique directions. The experimental results showed that splinting has a minimal 

effect on load sharing between adjacent cement-retained crowns. They also compared the 

displacement of CAD/CAM titanium and zirconia abutments with different internal connections 

using 3D DIC [96]. The three-dimensional DIC technique was employed to measure the 

displacement of the abutments, and larger strains were observed on specimens requiring higher 
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torque. Further studies utilized 3D DIC to conduct analysis in strain transfer behavior of various 

implant abutment design and treatment options [97, 98]. Overall these researches demonstrate that 

the 3D DIC technique using two-camera system is useful for measuring the out-plane surface 

strains of removable and fixed prosthesis and bone surfaces with enhanced accuracy. 

 

5 Conclusion 

 

The DIC techniques have gained great interest as a potential tool for dental materials and 

related research. The scope of this review is to briefly explain the principles and algorithms of DIC, 

and to review the case studies of DIC technology in dental materials and restorations in five 

categories: polymerization shrinkage and interface behavior of light-cured dental composite resins, 

evaluation of mechanical properties of tooth structure, fracture characteristic of dental restorative 

materials, and deformation of dental restoration and Implant-supported prosthesis. 

This review paper demonstrates the potential usefulness of DIC technology as a 2D and 

3D strain measurement tool for dental materials and restorations. the versatility of the DIC 

technique can be extended by combining DIC with other measurement techniques, such as FEA or 

Micro-CT. Further, strain distribution of dental restorations and prosthesis under occlusal loading 

can be visualized and measured in/ex vivo and in situ by 3D DIC technology. However, special 

care for specimen preparation, clear image acquisition, and appropriate calibration processes 

should be guaranteed to obtain accurate and precise measurement of deformation.  
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